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Prologue

It was in the seventeenth century that
physical instruments first appeared in
significant numbers in the Scottish
Universities. To begin with they were
used by the Professors and Regents mairrly
to improve their own education and
experience, though the most talented of
the teachers did indulge in some
pioneering work. As the eighteenth
century opened, however, there began a
Iong courtship between the use of
demonstration apparatus and teaching
practic'es, a courtship prolonged through
much of the century more by the poverty
of the institutions than any lack of
commitment. The two interests finally
merged as the eighteenth century closed,
with demonstration apParatus taking a
significant role in directing the topics and
presentation of teaching in natural
philosophy and also in some branches of
mathematics. We shall look at one man's
contribution to this blossoming of
apparatus in the universities at'that time.
Stories of the same general pattern could
be told of any of the Scottish Universities,
though the difference in detail would be
considerable. In Glasgciw the thrust came
from John Anderson in Natural
Philosophyl and Alexander Wilson in
Astronomy; in Edinburgh, John Robison,
john Playfair and, in particular, John
Leslie2; in St Andrews, William Wilkie
and his successors3. In Aberdeen, most
active of all was Professor Patrick Copland
(1748-7822) of Marischal College, the
subject of this account.(Fig 1)

Context of Copland's Teaching

The traditional Scottish Universities are
indeed ancient institutions, five having
been founded in the ffieenth and sixteenth
centuries. They have carried on their
business ever since, scarcely interrupted
by wars, civil disasters or government
interference. These Universities, at St
Andrews (founded 7411), at Glasgow
(1451), at King's College Aberdeen (1495),

at Edinburgh (1583) and at Marischal
College Aberdeen (1593) were embedded
in the same society; it shaped their general
trends but they developed at individual
rates and in individual directions
governed by the percePtions and
disposition of the small number of men
who comprised their staff. A weak
uniformity was imposed from time to
time by vaiious Commissions and,
strengthened by cultural contact, there
emerged an identifiable Scottish
experience that distinguished teaching
practices from, say, those of Oxford and
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Universities were quicker than their
continental counterparts in following the
teachings of Newtona. Led by Aberdonian
David Gregory at Edinburgh inthe 1580s,

all had incorporated Newton's
philosophy into their teaching before1720.

In the early eighteenth century, Marischal
College showed its willingness to take up
the topic of "Experimental Philosophy",
not merely as an exercise in practical
astronomy but in the wider context of
investigative physics. There was an
increasing emphasis during the century
on the practical asPects of Natural
Philosophy, though demonstrations of
principles were confined to what could
be shown by simple apparatus. This was
the case until 1775 when Professor
Copland took over the teaching of Natural
Philosophy.

By this time the students' syllabus had
been reorganised so that all students spent
most of their third year studying natural
philosophy; about 300 lectures in ayeat,
delivered six days a week for five months
from early November until early April.

Patrick Copland in Office

When Copland took office, the value of
the philosophical and astronomical
appaiatus in the College did not exceed
70 guineas; it was, in his words, "in great
disorder and extremely defective". The
implication is that it was a moderate
collection of elderly and well-used pieces.

Copland reviewing this situation inl790
saids: "Happily for fne, in such a situation,
I had always been extremely fond of
practical Mechanics, which had been my
chief amusement; and being at the same

ltimel strongly convinced of the necessity
of a proper Apparatus, both for drawing
the attention, and exPlaining the
principles of this usefull Scienceto young
men, - I fell to work myself, and in a few
years repaired all our Old Machines and
executed several new ones, particularly
for Electricity and the late discoveries on
air."

Fall to work, he did. Over the next 40

years he built up what his contemporaries.
iightlybelieved was the best collection of
demonstration apparatus in the country6
- not as a series of glass-case exhibits but
as a heavily-used teaching aid.

Copland had the passion and the technical
skill; the spirit of the time was behind a

great expansion of exPerimental
phllosophy'z. However, he had little
personal wealth, the College had

Fig.1 From a portrait of Patrick Copland in
poisession of his descendent P.A. Copland,
with acknowledgements. Paintedby lohn Moir
in 1817 , near the end of Copland's career .

Cambridge. The staple of{ering of the
ScottishUniversitieswastheA.M. degree
(the Master of Arts), for which all students

This article is a more formal version of
the talk given by the author at a meeting
"The Business of Instruments",
organized jointlyby the Royal Museum
of Scotlan{ the Antiquarian Horological
Society and the Scientific Instrument
Society, Edinburgh, March 1986'

took the same course lasting four years.
The universities' aim was to educate the
minds of young men,largelyin matters of
history and philosophy in their broadest
senses, and provide Prerequisite
instruction for subsequent training in
theology,law and medicine. The sciences
entered through the subjects of Natural
History, Natural Philosophy and some
branches of Mathematics. Untiltheend of
the seventeenth century the acquisition
of scientific instruments by the colleges
was slow and largely confined to the
subject of astronomy, itbeing recognised
that in this area observation was
complementary to philosophy, as it was
to the mathematical disciplines of
navigation and surveying. There is no
direct evidence that instruments
possessed by the colleges earlier in, the
ientury were systematically used to
accompany lectures in the classroom,
though they may have been shown there
on occasions. However, at the turn of the
seventeenth centurY the Scottish
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negligible funds, and in the 1770s
Aberdeen was surprisingly isolated. (The
coach journey to Edinburgh took three
hazardous days, for there was not even a
turnpike road). His first main venture
was to put out a public appeal8in 7780 to
raise money for the College for "a proper
Set of Instruments" f or "public
education", money that would be laid out
in the purchase of "an ORRERY, with an
ASTRONOMICAL CLOCK and
QUADRANT, for explaining to Students,
the Principles of ASTRONOMY, and
taking such regular and exact
Observations ... as may be useful for the
Purposes of Navigation - and also in the
Purchase of such MODELS of
MACHINES as shall be judged best
adapted to promote a Knowledge of the
Principles of Mechanics, and thereby the
Improvement of the ARTS and
MANUFACTURES of our Country."

A total of almost f400 was raised
(including f50 from Copland himself),
surely a valuable opinion poll that the
educated public considered the
dissemination of scientific knowledge a
most important priority. The money was
in fact all used for astronomy, establishing
what must have been the country's first
public (or semi-public) observatory
equipped with modern instrumentse. It
contained, after a few years, the following
major apparatus:
1) As a principal telescope, one of

Dollond's 23/a, i^ch (70 mm) aperture
refractors with divided object glass
micrometer. (Fig.2)

2) A principal clock by Marriott of
London, supplemented by a
'journeyman' supplied by a well-
known local clockmaker, John Gartly.

3) A 4 feet focus transit by Ramsden.
4) An equatorial made by Sisson and,

according to College archives,
redivided and fitted outby Ramsden.
(Fig.3). These last two instruments
were a gift by ]ohn Stuart, the sth Earl
of Bute and Chancellor of Marischal
College. The apparently unlikely
occurrence of Ramsden refitting a
(Jeremiah) Sisson equatorial is partly
supported by a story about Patrick
Copland related in family
correspondence of 7782, when
Copland was spending a considerable
time in London supervising the
construction of some of the
observatory apparatuslo:

"Ramsden had not touched the great
Equatorial which [had] been with him
many Months but the Prof'r has
acquired so great influence over him
that he has prevailed with him to lay
aside Instruments for his Favourite
the Duke of Marleborough and the
Apparatus for the Operations that
interest the Philosophers so much at

present for connecting the
Observatories ofLondon and Paris by
actual Mensuration and sett a dozen
of his best Men at work on his
Equatorial and Transit Instruments..."

5) A quadrant of 2ft radius made by
McCulloch and divided by Troughton
- its production was personally
supervised by Nevil Maskelyne, the
Astronomer Royal.

6) A 1,2 inch Short telescope (1,740. 5/
258=1,2) purchased second-hand to
observe the transit of Venus in1769.

7) George Hearne's 5 feet focus
Newtonian.

8) An orrery by Patrick Toshach of Perth.
9) An astronomical clock made by

Copland and his assistant John King,
following a James Ferguson design11.
Gig.a)

This activity was uncharacteristic of
Copland, in the sense that the instruments
were largely acquired from established
makers. Itwas notuncharacteristic inthat
he was satisfied only with the very best
his resources could afford.

The observatory must have distracted
Copland from the other stated objective
of the appeal, namely purchasing models
of machines. He returned to this subject
two years later in 1783, and applied to the
Board of Trustees for the Encouragement
of Manufacturers in Scotland for a grant
to support him in executing and collecting
models of machines used in various arts
and manufactures. The application
solicited a grant of €50 per annum for
three years12, which when granted he used
to employ an assistant, John King, a
watchmaker who had newly finished his
apprenticeship. Copland described his
workmanshipl3 as "equal, both in wood
and in metals, to that of the best London
artists". King stayed on for seven years,
until 1790 or'179714.

In response to an enquiry by the travelling
Danish scholar Grimur Thorkelin,
Copland drew up in 1790 a list of his stock
of models. By a roundabout route this has
recently come to light1s. Three items, only,
can be positively identified in the historical
collection remaining at Aberdeen:
1) Astronomical clock to a design by

James Ferguson (see 9 above and figure
4).

2) Model of Graham's deadbeat
escapement (as used, for example, in
the Marriott clock) with regulator
pendulum and a small driving weight
(now missing).

3) Model of Arnold's compensated
escapement, with its own spring (now
defunct).

There was a total of about 50 models in
the Copland/King collection, all said to
be constructed on a largish scale so that

they might be seen working by the class.
They were well made and the extant ones
are unsigned.

With the exception of ]ohn King's
involvement, Copland is usually credited
by contemporary comment as making his
apparatus himself. The supporting
evidence for this claim is now fairly
circumstantial, relying on the absence of
professionally signed pieces arnongst the
residue of the collection and the absence
of attribution to named makers in the
College records. Copland was certainly
steadily active after King left in 1790 (it
was both Copland's hobby and his life's
work) building up his collection to about
500 pieces over the next twenty years. His
main source of revenue was likely to have
been income from the evening classes
that he began in 1785. In providing
technical education for artisans on a
substantial scale he was certainly a
pioneer, preceding George Birkbeck,
Thomas Garnett and others by over fifteen
years and conducting a longer and more
highly illustrated course. That is another
story16. It has some relevance to his
apparatus, for the evening classes were
not only a source of finance but provided
a significant motivation for constructing
his pieces.

The 1823 Inventory

Copland's method of financing his
activities in the absence of inherited wealth
were thoroughly modern and worthy of
scrutiny. However, it is even more
important to see in general what he did
with his money. In late 1822 an inventory
was made of the whole collection, on the
occasion of the College purchasing from
Copland that part of the apparatus he
owned privately. This amounted to about
half the pieces he had in his charge, the
sale being effected about two months
before Copland died, The inventory,
which in 1823 was rewritten and checked
byhis successorWilliam Knight, contains
about 520 entries, some referring to small
sets of items17. In brief, it reads as follows:

Mechanical Models and Demonstrations:
approximately 120 entries

Subheadings cover Properties of Matter (7
entries), Dynamics (9 entries), Centre of Gravity
(12), Levers (7), Balances (12), Other Powers
(14), Friction (4), Drawing Machines (3), Modes
of Communicating Motion (4), Useless
Machines (3), Raising Weights (4), Changing
theForm of Bodies (13), UnitingFlexibleFibres
(6), Measuring Time (8), Miscellaneous (6),
Tools and Materials (14). See figures 5-7 for
examples of extant items.

Hydrostatics: 15 entries

Including hydrostatic balances (one very
accurate), hydrostatic bellbws and
hydrometers.
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Hydraulics:11 entries

Including tall spouting cistern, model of canal
locks, continuous flow pumps, Venturi's cone
demonstrations.

Aerostatics and Pneumatics: approximately
100 entries

Including double- and single-barrelled air
pumps, transferrers, receivers, and many items
in glass and tinplate for experiments in vacuum
or with compressed air, including barometers,
fountains, siphons, the diving bell, the airgun,
the oxyhydrogen blowpipe and a large modei
of Watf s single stroke steam engine. See figures
8-10.

Acoustics: 5 entries

Including monochord, speaking- and ear-
trumpets,.small wind instruments.

Pneumato-chemicalApparatus: 24entries

Including furnaces, distillation apparatus,
eudiometers, pneumato-chemical cistern and
balloon-filling equipment.

Electricity: 87 entries

Subheadings include Electrical Machines (9

entries) namely plate, cylinder and globe
machines, Electrical Apparatus (13 entries)
namely stands, electrical bells, electrical orrery,
head of despair, etc., Electrophori,
Electrometers and Dischargers (9 entries ),
Leyden Jars and Batteries (12), Electrical
Iliuminations (17), Electrical Fireworks (4),

Expianation of Lightning (9), Medical Electricity
(11), Voltaic Electricity (3). See figure 11.

Magnetics :21 entries

Including Compasses, Magnetic bars, Magnetic
recreations and electromagnetism. See figures
72 and13.

Optics:48 entries

Including prisms, lenses, camera-obscuras,
magic lanterns wiih slides, models of the eye,
mirrors, anamorphoses, microscopes, small
telescopes and models oftelescopes. See figure
14.

Obsewatory-Related Apparatus: 32 entries

Including ihe items listed earlier and, in
addition, reflection circles and other small
instruments, raingauge, barometer, standard
measures and some prints.

Mathematical Apparatus: 43 entries

Including globes, drawing compasses, rulers,
solid models, quadrants, sectors, theodolites,
levelling and surveying instruments, marine
compasses and logs, sundials. See figure 15.

Miscellaneous: approximately 35 entries

It is very clear that this was a
comPrehensive range of aPParatus,
covering almost every area that was taught
as Natural Philosophy. Judging from
contemporary comment and from extant
examples, it demonstrated the required
effects with clarity. Apart from some
prestigious pieces the apParatus was
simple, as can be seen from the
accompanying illustrations of remnants

4

in the Universify that match the inventory
descriptions. Unlike today's equipment
few items contained any hidden parts,
and few items were accompanied by
proliferating accessories. Each piece as a
whole made one point. If several variants
of a theme had to be demonstrated, then
this was achieved by several different
demonstration pieces. Of course, this was
nothing more than the style of late
eighteenth-century demonstrations, for
Copland did not create anything
significantly new. He did, however,
present this stage of development with
great effectiveness.

This brief summary invites many queries,
and to answer some of these an edited
version of the inventory is being
preparedl8. It will contain a fuller account
of the background, and illustrations of
extant items (or parts thereof) that match
the inventory descriptibns.

Copland's tools

As might be expected, Copland was as
well equipped as many a professional
instrument maker, not only with good
tools but with standards (or ready access
to standards) of length and weight that
were arnong the best in the country. He
did not, though, try to produce any
apparatus with accurately calibrated
scales, always buying from London
makers on the relatively few occasions
when this was necessary.
Among his tools were:
1) A very accurate triangular bar lathe

(probably of local manufacture) with
six different chucks, screw thread
attachment, etc.
A plain lathe byHolaapffel, with three
chucks, used for plain work
A comprehensive set of taps and dies
by Ramsden
A plain and rose turning engine
A glass-blowing table
Numerous hand-tools for wood and
metal.

The lnstrument Business

A bundle of invoicesle corroborate with
summary College accounts and the
evidence of the inventory to shed light on
the use Copland made oilocal tradesmen
and suppliers. His materials such as brass,
wood and some chemicals were generally
ordered locally, only glass being obtained
directly from London in the early years
(from Alexander Ross between 777G7781,
Wm. Parker and Co., 69 Fleet Street, in
7776,and.\lex. Leslie and Co. in 1785). A
few local tradesmen were contracted to
make items for the mathematical class
and the observatory, including the
clockmakers Charles Lunan, john Gartly
and James Dalziel, but Copland's great
investment of time and effort in

developing his equipment did not support
a local trade, nor did it serve to nucleate a
significant local growth of scientific
instrument making.

In spite of the social interest in Natural
Philosophy among the middle classes
outside the University, the population
centreinAberdeenwas too small, and the
city too far distant from main markets, to
support the manufacturing of
philosophical instruments. Even
Edinburgh and Glasgow did not really
fare much better in the 18th century.
Though the instrument business built up
faster in these larger cities in the nineteenth
century, through the manufacture of
"useful" instruments such as
thermometers, barometers, surveying and
navigational equipment, there was no
Scottish supplier capable of providing
the range of philosophical instruments
demanded by the Scottish Universities.
This was not due to any want of
indigenous skills, as can be seen by
examining the surviving instruments in
the Scottish Universities and elsewhere,
constructed by Copland, King or Charles
Lunan in Aberdeen, Miller or Adie in
Edinburgh, or Crichton in Glasgow, to
name only a few artisans. Other
universities probably gave more work to
their local craftsmen than did Marischal
College (though not much definitive
evidence is at hand) and all gave some
trade to the London instrument makers.
However, the blossoming of instruments
in the Scottish Universities two hundred
years ago did not, apParently, have much
direct impact on the instrument making
trade.

Educationally, there is little doubt that
the Scottish Universities were leaders in
introducing on a substantial scale the
business of instruments into the
curriculum of all undergraduates.
Marischal College trnder the guidance of
Patrick Copland was in the forefront of
this movement. The motivation for the
use of so much apparatus was almost
entirely its effectiveness in teaching: it
aroused the student's curiosity; it rivetted
the facts in his mind; it clarified the
principles by demonstrating their
application; it emphasized the practical
aspects of science and awakened the
student's spirit of discovery. No doubt
there were other explanatory advantages
as well. It was a bonus, not particularly
emphasized in the course, that apparatus
was also central to many real advances
being made in physical knowledge20.

It could well be argued that the fruits of
this national initiative were manifestly
obvious in the nineteenth century. Scottish
science in general, and'physics in
particular, enjoyed the highest
international reputation. In applications

?)
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of the physical sciences, Scottish engineers
enjoyed equal pre-eminence with their
theoretical counterparts2l. Of course,
before the climate was right for such
fruitful development, there had to be a
coincidence of benign causes22. One
significant contribution to Scotland's
nineteenth-century achievements must
have been their universities' early use of
apparatus in a positive attempt to make
science intelligible to all their students.
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Fig. 2 Dollond's
photographed at
Obseruatory.

2% inch r{ractor,1781,
the site of the Castlehill Fig,. 5 Cenlre ot' grauity demonstration:

ba-iancing cube. Height 190 mm, width
330mm.-The handles are lead-weighted to

bring the centre of gtaoity below the point of

support.

Fig. 4 C opl a n d a nd Ki ng' s ast ro nom ic a I c lock

ofThe late 1780s, with wheelwork to a lames
Ferguso, design. The top part of the case

for"merly contained 'music' , but this
'mechanism 

is now missing.

Fis. 6 Dunamics dennttstration: Ball and

frime illistrating the comyosition of t'orces'
Height 215 mm.basewidth 255 mm.This is

r ealTy a kinematic demonstr ation of the.aector.

natire ol displacements. As the centralpart of
the frame is motted sideways, the ball moaes

diagonally across tlrc frame under the influence

of the sidcwaqs displacemenl of lhe rod and

t'he upword displacement caused by the

attached string.

Fig.3 The great equatorial telescope said to

habe been made biy Sisson and refitted by

Ramsden. With an azimuth circle ot' 16 inches
diameter and a declination circle ot' 17 inches
dinmeter, it exceeds Ramsden's own equatorial
in size. The optics are now missing.
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Fig. 7 Friction demonstration: t'riction wheels.
Height 255 mm,base diameter 295 mm.These
wheels werelisted separately in the inaentory
under 'friction', but were part ot' Atztood's
machine. They are similar in design (though
not identical) to George Adams' aersion,but
are attributed by College sources to Copland's
workmanship.

Fig.9 Compressed air demonstration: model
of a 

.diaing 
bell. Height 200 mm, width L05

Fig.77 Electrostatic demonstration: "Head of
Despair". Height 80 mm.

Fig. 12 Magnetic demonstration: Lorimer's
dipping compass, made by leremiah Sisson
1754. Height with case 270 mm, width 285
mm. Presented to the College by the inoentor
in 1795.

Fig. 13 Magnetic recreation: box of heart
shnped metals (after Gmrge Adams, " An Essay
on Electricity with an Essay on Magnetism"
pp 450-451 (London, 17 87 )). Width 1 55 mm,
The accompanying ioory-cased compass is
now missing, as is the gold heart.

Fig. 70 Air pressure demonstration: Aristotle' s

Toatering pot, oieu) of base. Height 130 mm,
width 225 mm. This is a japanned tin-plate
can with a sealed lid. The flow of water out of
the rose in thebase is cotttrolledby opening or
closing a small air-hole on the lid nenr the
handle.

Fig. 8 Pneumatics demonstration: model of
windmill aarLes illustrating the resistance of
air. Height 235 mm, width 130 mm.
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Fig.74 Optical demonstration: model of long-
sighted eye (after George Adams "Lectures on
Natural and Experimental Philosophy, €t,"
ool Il, pp 290-292, and plate ilI fig. 10 (lL:ndon,

1.794)) Base length j80 mm, height 145 mm.
Silk threads, now missing in front of the eye,

connect each of three points on the object
arrow to the corresponding points on the
image lying just behind the eye.

Fig. 15 Mnthanatical apparatus : proportional
compasses by Charles Lunan (Aberdeen)

1782. Lmgth 330 mm. These hnrre steel points
and a brass body toith two engraoed scales,

giaing in units of the separationbetween the
short points both the separation between the
long points and the circumt'erence of the
circle whose radius is this distance.
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R H Nuttal, Glasgow
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private and national, this has sometimes
proved impossible. It is, I think, worth
emphasising to all collectors the
importance of tracing and recording the
provenance of instruments as they are
acquired. The catalogue entries draw
attention to the existence of other
instruments with cognate features, in
particular where these point to a common
trade-source origin: in this way an attempt
is made to infer whether the signature is
that of a retailer or a maker. In some
instances it has been possible to identify
the wholesale source of a particular item;
for example the microscope described in
entry No. 93 is firmly attributable to James
Parkes of Birmingham. (It is illustrated in
one of his wholesale catalogues, and has
Parkes 'Seeing Eye' trade mark, but is
signed by the retailer James Brown of
Glasgow.) Finally attention is drawn to
defects in, or alterations to, any of the
instruments; a matter which the auction
houses would do well to incorporate in
their catalogues.

Had the authors stopped at this point
their work would have made a substantial
contribution to our knowledge of Scottish
scientific instruments, as well as serving
to make better-known a part of the
holdings of the Museum. This is an urgent

Brass and Glass is one of the most important
museum catalogues published in recent
years. More than 300 pages in length, it is
firmly based upon the use of those sources
which have come to be acknowledged as

an essential component of any learned
study: it cites registers and census returns,
trade directories and advertisements,
company papers, legal notices, and of
course the evidence provided by the
instruments themselves. Its most notable
innovation, however,is theusewhichhas
been made of the proceedings of
bankruptcy cases. In England this type of
material was pioneered in David
Alexander's Retailing in the lndustrial
Reaolutionl ,but in Scotland the Scottish
Record Office holdings are only now being
pressed into use. As a result Brass and
Glass provides an insight into the
structure, business dealings and
economics of a segment of the instrument
trade which has not previously been
available. It is also notable that the authors
have a commendable grasp of the current
literature of their subject, making due
acknowledgement of prior work where it
is relevant - a refreshing change from
some sfudies where the authors seem
remarkably unfamiliar with the literature,
or appear to be seeking more credit than
is their due.
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The publication of an important
catalogue of Scottish scientific
instruments is celebrated in this
extensive review by Dr.R.H. Nuttal.

The Frank Collection of Scottish Scientific
Instruments now in the National Museum
of Scotland was acquired from Mr Arthur
Frank in 1980. It is one of two important
groups olinstrurnents from this source in
the Museum's collections, the other
comprising a number of early achromatic
microscopes from the i800-60 period. A
catalogue of the latter was published some
years ago2. The present catalogue
completes pubiication of the entire
holding of Frank instruments, with
illustration and description of some 129
instruments - mostly of the nineteenth
century - which have a Scottish
connection. While the catalogue entries
comprise the lesser part of the catalogue
(both in volume and importance) it is
notable that every item is illustrated, there
is an accurate transcription of the
signature, dimensions are clearly stated,
and attention is drawn to saiient features
of the instrument itself. \fherever possible
a provenance is provided; though as with
so many instruments in collections both
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